SUCCESS
STORY
Bauwerk Parkett secures full attention with
their target group thanks to our 50 Second
Awareness Guarantee!
Bauwerk Parkett AG is a Swiss manufacturer of parquet flooring. As one of the leading parquet
manufacturers in Europe, the traditional Swiss company offers a diverse range of parquet flooring,
which is manufactured exclusively in Europe. Bauwerk develops, produces and distributes
innovative parquet solutions of high quality primarily for public buildings, offices, gastronomy,
hotels and residential buildings. Bauwerk is always breaking new grounds and is considered a
pioneer in their industry in the areas of healthy living and sustainability, which is regularly tested
and confirmed by independent institutes.
“To raise awareness of the Bauwerk Parkett brand among end customers in Germany, we decided
to run a campaign with CONATIVE over several weeks. The very long dwell times and the good
click-through rates show us that our campaign has been placed in suitable and high-quality
environments. By using AI instead of cookie-based targeting, we can target our audience very
specifically."
Silke Kargut | Marketing | Bauwerk Parkett

MISSION
Bauwerk's goal is to sustainably increase brand awareness within
the German market. In particular, the aim is to raise awareness
among end customers of the premium parquet brand. The Swiss
parquet manufacturer wants to present their innovative and
aesthetic parquet solutions in detail and visually showcase them in high-quality environments that match the brand.

SOLUTION
A nine-week campaign that will be delivered in CONATIVE's
high-reach premium network between October 2021 and
December 2021. To secure full attention, Bauwerk opts for
the CONATIVE Awareness Guarantee. With this offer,
DEFINE MEDIA guarantees an average active dwell time in
the advertising medium of at least 50 seconds.

RESULT: COMPELLING AWARENESS- & ENGAGEMENT-KPIs WITH CONATIVE
▪ On average, readers actively engage with the ad for 53 seconds. This extraordinarily high interaction
rate underscores the high engagement effect of CONATIVE.

▪ The excellent teaser CTR of >0.9% and the second click CTR of >10% on Bauwerk's landing page are
proof of the high level of attention in the B2C target group and the accurate delivery in the CONATIVE
network.

BAUWERK PARKETT SECURES FULL ATTENTION!

EXPAND-FORMAT

TEASER

In order for campaigns to be effective, they
require two things above all: high contact quality
in the sense of relevance, and the attention of the
target group. CONATIVE delivers both:
CONATIVE's artificial intelligence (AI) ensures
accurate, target-group-specific deliveries. It
adapts the content of the teaser and learns on the
basis of the performance values in order to
continuously optimize the campaign delivery and
results. With the Expand format, CONATIVE
offers the right advertising format to showcase
the parquet solutions in an impressive way.
CONATIVE readers actively engaged with the
campaign, which was guaranteed by verifiable
KPIs in the form of a dwell time of at least 50
seconds and even exceeded with a result of 53
seconds.
Due to the excellent campaign results, Bauwerk
Parkett have decided to extend the campaign
and also firmly scheduled CONATIVE for the
coming year.

CONATIVE FACTS
CONATIVE is an expanding "in-read"
advertising format that places a wide variety of
media content in the user's reading flow.
With AI-powered optimization technology
Momentum, multivariate creative optimization,
algorithms and neural networks are used to
achieve maximum campaign performance.
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